
Quiz 06: Writing gooderly

You know how they say “dull as watching paint dry,” or “…as watching grass grow?” !ey could also say, 
“dull as watching water heat up.”

Your job is to prove them all wrong.

Take your previous work on the “heating water” work and make it an actual writeup. It doesn’t have to be 
thrilling, but it should be interesting to the reader. 

So what’s the story? Water is heating up. At what rate? Is the rate constant? What does that mean for the 
water’s future? Your writeup should have these ingredients:

❖ A graph of temperature as a function of time

❖ !e graph has a line. With an equation.

❖ !e graph has a residual plot showing departures from the straight line.

❖ It should answer these questions in the course of the narrative, referring to the graph and equation in 
order to make things clearer:

✓ How fast is the water heating up?

✓ Is that rate constant? (no.) How can you tell? (the residual plot, but how?) What is the overall 
pa#ern of temperature change? How can you tell?

✓ Will the current trends continue inde$nitely (no!) How do you know? And here, look ahead and 
be quantitative: by what time will the current trend have to stop? You won’t know exactly, but you 
can actually tell from the graph (and your knowledge of how boiling water works) that it can’t go 
on forever, and make a reasonable estimate of the time the temperature rise will cease.

✓ Why is the rate nearly constant? Why does the rate change the way it does? Unless you really 
understand the science here, these are speculations, and that’s OK.

❖ Ideally, it also has some other cool observation or speculation.

THIS WRITEUP SHOULD NOT EXCEED ONE PAGE

THIS WRITEUP IS A PDF FILE THAT STARTED OUT ITS LIFE AS A WORD-PROCESSING FILE,
NOT A FATHOM FILE!

YOUR NAME IS IN THE FILE!

Submit via the assignment aggregator (or whatever it’s called).

Fathom $le is on the server. So is your previous work on this if you turned it in.

!is quiz is about writing, so you may swipe other people’s data if you wish. 


